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All seven electrifying books in the New York Times bestselling Michael Vey series are now available in a collectible hardcover boxed set! To
everyone at Meridian High School, fourteen-year-old Michael Vey is nothing special, just the kid who has Tourette’s syndrome. But in truth,
Michael is extremely special—he has electric powers. And he’s not the only one, either… Join Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the
Electroclan as they use their powers and wits to prevent a dangerous organization from achieving its sinister goal of global domination. This
boxed set includes: Michael Vey: The Prisoner of Cell 25 Michael Vey 2: Rise of the Elgen Michael Vey 3: Battle of the Ampere Michael Vey
4: Hunt for Jade Dragon Michael Vey 5: Storm of Lightning Michael Vey 6: Fall of Hades Michael Vey 7
Nic may have escaped enslavement in the mines outside of Rome, but his troubles are far from over. The Praetor War -- the battle to destroy
Rome from within -- is in full force, and Nic is caught in the crossfire. The secretive Praetors are determined to unlock a powerful amulet -one sure to bring the empire to its knees. Worse, the Praetors believe Nic holds the key to finding this amulet, and they will stop at nothing to
steal it, even if that means harming the people Nic holds most dear. When the Praetors capture Nic's mother, Nic knows he must do anything
to save her. He challenges the Praetors to a chariot race. If he wins, they will release his mother. But if he loses, he must hand over a magic
that will certainly bring about the end of Rome as well as his own life. Can Nic once again harness his magic and gather the strength to defeat
his enemies? Or will he lose his mother and bear witness to Rome's destruction?
All seven electrifying books in the New York Times bestselling Michael Vey series are now available in a collectible paperback boxed set! To
everyone at Meridian High School, Michael Vey is nothing special, just the kid who has Tourette’s syndrome. But in truth, Michael is
extremely special—he has electric powers. And he’s not the only one, either… Join Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan as
they use their powers and wits to prevent a dangerous organization from achieving its sinister goal of global domination. This boxed set
includes: Michael Vey: The Prisoner of Cell 25 Michael Vey 2: Rise of the Elgen Michael Vey 3: Battle of the Ampere Michael Vey 4: Hunt for
Jade Dragon Michael Vey 5: Storm of Lightning Michael Vey 6: Fall of Hades Michael Vey 7: The Final Spark
Fifteen-year-old Michael Vey, born with Tourette's syndrome and special electromagnetic powers, joins his techno-genius best friend and an
alliance of other "electric" teenagers to battle powerful foes in the jungles of Peru, where Michael learns the Order of Elgen's plan to
"restructure" the world.
Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan head to Taiwan in search of nine-year-old child prodigy Lin Julung, or Jade Dragon,
who the Elgen kidnapped for Hatch's army of electric children.
To stop Hatch from using the Elgen fleet to gain world power, Michael and the rest of the Electroclan must destroy the lead ship, but divisions
within the Electroclan threaten the success of their operation.
When the hunt for his lost friends leads Cole Randolph to the kingdom of Elloweer, he and new friends Mira, Twitch, and Jace team up with
the resistance movement to search for Mira's sister, Honor, but enemies abound and Cole and Mira must use a new kindof magic to protect
themselves.
Return to the series BuzzFeed compared to Ready Player One in the second book in a new fast-paced trilogy from New York Times
bestselling authors Jason Segel and Kirsten Miller that's perfect for fans of HBO's Westworld. Simon would have done anything to save his
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best friend after a mysterious accident almost killed her--including follow her into a virtual world. And what he and Kat discovered there was
more terrifying than they could have ever imagined. Unwitting hospital patients are being forced to test a device that lets VR be experienced
with all five senses. The technology is so advanced that it's deadly. Now the world's biggest tech corporation is hunting Simon and Kat while
war rages in Otherworld, the virtual world it created. Determined to destroy the Company, Simon and Kat must join forces with a hacker, a
gangster, and a digital entity. But as they battle to save two worlds, they uncover an all-new threat to our world: the Company's latest
creation, an augmented-reality game called OtherEarth. Not only does OtherEarth kill, it has the power to erase the line between what's real
and what's fantasy. Praise for Otherworld: A New York Times Bestseller "A potent commentary on how much we're willing to give up to the
lure of technology." --EW.com "A fantastic journey from start to finish." --Hypable.com "An engaging VR cautionary tale." --AV Club "Full of
high stakes, thrillers, and fantastic twists and turns, fans of Ready Player One are sure to love this addictive read." --BuzzFeed
David Baldacci is back with The Keeper, the follow up to his instant #1 global bestseller and award-winning YA fantasy debut The Finisher.
Vega Jane was always told no one could leave the town of Wormwood. She was told there was nothing outside but the Quag, a wilderness
filled with danger and death. And she believed it - until the night she stumbled across a secret that proved that everything she knew was a lie.
Now Vega and her best friend Delph must find a way to make it across this terrifying land of bloodthirsty creatures and sinister magic. But the
Quag is worse than Vega Jane's darkest imagining. It's a living, breathing prison designed to keep enemies out and the villagers of
Wormwood in. The Quag will throw everything at Vega. It will try to break her. It will try to kill her. And survival might come at a price not even
Vega is willing to pay. Master storyteller David Baldacci unleashes a hurricane of action and adrenalin that takes readers to breaking point in
this second instalment in the Vega Jane series.
The thrills continue in the second action-packed adventure in the #1 New York Times bestselling Beyonders trilogy. After the cliffhanger
ending of A World Without Heroes, Jason is back in the world he’s always known—yet for all his efforts to get home, he finds himself itching to
return to Lyrian. Jason knows that the shocking truth he learned from Maldor is precious information that all of his friends in Lyrian, including
Rachel, need if they have any hope of surviving and defeating the evil emperor. Meanwhile, Rachel and the others have discovered new
enemies—as well as new abilities that could turn the tide of the entire quest. And as soon as Jason succeeds in crossing over to Lyrian, he’s
in more danger than ever. Once the group reunites, they strive to convince their most-needed ally to join the war and form a rebellion strong
enough to triumph over Maldor. At the center of it all, Jason and Rachel realize what roles they’re meant to play—and the answers are as
surprising as they are riveting.
Michael Vey, born with Tourette's syndrome and special powers, joins his best friend and an alliance of other "electric" teenagers to battle
foes in the jungles of Peru, where Michael learns the Order of Elgen's plan to "restructure" the world.
While on their most dangerous mission so far, Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan discover the resistance has been
compromised and their families are missing.
Michael Vey 2Rise of the ElgenSimon and Schuster
Originally titled Grace, this award-winning novel gets a brand-new look in this beautiful repackage. From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of The Christmas Box and The Mistletoe Promise comes a novel filled with hope and redemption about two teens who turn to each
other to find trust and love. If only I could stay with you forever. I would. Eric is having a hard time adjusting to his family’s move from
California to Utah. Then he meets Grace—his classmate and a runaway—dumpster diving behind the burger joint where he works. Eric decides
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the only thing to do is to hide Grace in the clubhouse in his backyard. With the adults concerned about the looming Cuban Missile Crisis and
his father recovering from an immune disorder, Eric grows closer to Grace but can their new relationship survive the harsh realities of life? In
this poignant, sensitive, and realistic narrative, Richard Paul Evans shares Grace’s heartbreaking predicament and Eric’s realization that
everything is not as simple as it might appear.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Walk and The Christmas Box, Richard Paul Evans has met hundreds of thousands of
people and heard many of their stories in his travels over the past two decades. Most of the people he meets are hungry for inspiration; they
love his novels because his characters are also searching for meaning and understanding. The Four Doors is Evans’s message to those who
seek inspiration in their lives. It began as a talk he gave on the spur of the moment, and over the course of ten years, it has evolved into a
message he has shared with successful business people, students, and even addicts and prisoners. It includes stories his readers have told
him, stories about great achievers who overcame hardships, and stories about his own struggle growing up in a large family with financial
difficulties and a suicidal mother, and about his diagnosis of Tourette’s Syndrome later in life. These inspiring stories are woven through his
identification and careful explanation of the four doors to a more fulfilling life: BELIEVE THERE’ S A REASON YOU WERE BORN FREE
YOURSELF FROM LIMITATION MAGNIF Y YOUR LIFE DEVELOP A LOVE-CENTERED MAP Evans believes that we all want to know the
meaning of our lives. In The Four Doors, he shows how even the most quiet life can be full of purpose and joy, if we choose to take that first
step over the threshold.
All three electrifying books in the New York Times bestselling Michael Vey series are available in one boxed set! To everyone at Meridian
High School, fourteen-year-old Michael Vey is nothing special, just the kid who has Tourette’s syndrome. But in truth, Michael is extremely
special—he has electric powers. And he’s not the only one, either… Join Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan as they use
their powers and wits to prevent a dangerous organization from achieving its sinister goal of global domination. This boxed set includes
Michael Vey, Michael Vey 2, and Michael Vey 3.

When the long walk from Seattle to Key West finally nears an end, Alan Christoffersen must return to the west and face yet
another crisis just as he has begun to heal from so much loss.
Embarking on a walking tour from Seattle to Key West after the losses of his beloved wife and business, Alan Christoffersen meets
a series of people on his journey who impart lessons in love, sacrifice and forgiveness until a crisis in St. Louis threatens his
healing progress. Reprint.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Richard Paul Evans, the dramatic conclusion in the riveting Broken Road trilogy—a
powerful redemption story about finding happiness on a pilgrimage across iconic Route 66. Chicago celebrity and pitchman
Charles James is supposed to be dead. Everyone believes he was killed in a fiery plane crash, a flight he narrowly missed. But
thanks to that remarkable twist of fate, he’s very much alive and ready for a second chance at life and love. Escaping death has
brought Charles some clarity: the money, the fame, the expensive cars; none of it brought him true joy or peace. The last time he
was truly happy was when he was married to his ex-wife Monica, before their relationship was destroyed by his ambition and
greed. In this final installment of the exciting and provocative series that began with The Broken Road and The Forgotten Road,
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Charles is still on his pilgrimage across the iconic Route 66. He intends to finish his trek from Amarillo to Santa Monica, despite
learning that his ex-wife is now planning to marry another man. With the initial reason for his trip in jeopardy, he still has lessons to
learn along the way before he discovers—and arrives at—his true destination.
Michael and his friends try to recruit Hatch’s Electric Youth to their side as the thrilling action continues in this electrifying sixth
installment of the New York Times bestselling series! Michael and the Electroclan are about to embark on their deadliest mission
yet. Some of them may not make it back. The head of the resistance, known only as the voice, believes that the best way to wipe
out the Elgen is to steal their money. That means capturing the Joule, the Elgen boat that serves as a floating treasury. To do this,
Michael and his friends need help…a lot of help. They’ve learned about a highly placed member of the Elite Elgen Guard named
Welch, who wants to defect. They also know that Hatch has condemned three of his electric youth to death. If the Electroclan can
get to Welch before the Elgen do, and if they can rescue Quentin, Torstyn, and Tara, they just might be able to steal the Joule. But
it’s a big “if”… The stakes have never been higher, and Michael and his friends are about to be tested in ways they never
imagined.
Nate and his friends think the new Arcadeland, where tickets can earn jets, tanks, subs, and race cars, is totally cool, until they
learn that the arcade owner is hiding a secret.
Easy to understand and simple to apply, The Five Lessons a Millionaire Taught Me About Life and Wealth is one of the most
powerful books ever written about money. This book will change your life. When Richard Paul Evans was twelve, his father, a
building contractor, shattered both his legs. With no insurance, no income, and eight children, the family was destitute. At that
difficult time young Evans was introduced to a kind multimillionaire who taught him the five secrets of wealth. Today, Evans credits
those lessons not just with bringing him wealth and success but with bringing him freedom and opportunity in a world where
financial slavery is ubiquitous. In his signature motivational voice, Evans interweaves those influential lessons with personal stories
from everyday people. He explains that money should not be the preoccupation of our lives. Rather, if we follow the five principles,
we will be free to focus on God, family, and relationships -- the true nourishments of life. Wise and compelling, The Five Lessons a
Millionaire Taught Me About Life and Wealth can be read in a single sitting and will leave you with a new view of what it means to
be rich -- and convinced that you, too, can build wealth. The Five Lessons a Millionaire Taught Me About Life and Wealth is
endorsed by financial consultants, churches, schools, and marriage counselors. You cannot afford to be without this book.
Richard, a busy and preoccupied father, discovers a Christmas box full of love letters from an old woman to her dead daughter
and, with the help of an angel, begins to learn the true meaning of Christmas.
When Kendra discovers that the key to a vault that holds one of the hidden artifacts is in the dragon sanctuary of Wyrmroost, the
Knights of the Dawn prepare to enter the extremely dangerous sanctuary in order to get the key.

The #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Broken Road series presents an inspiring story about a man who has to
rediscover his priorities after finding money and fame. Robert Harlan has three loves in life: his wife, his daughter, and his
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writing. But when his thirst for success causes him to lose focus on his family life, it takes a few more missteps—and
finally, a stranger with a mysterious message about the brevity of his future—before he discovers the truth about himself:
who he has become, what he has lost, and what it will take to find love again... “A Perfect Day examines love,
relationships and self-awareness...This well-written story spans the range of emotions from joy to sorrow and grief.”—The
Sunday Oklahoman
Trapped in a world where magic is powerful and dreams are real, Cole’s epic adventure comes to a close in book five of
the New York Times bestselling “fanciful, action-packed adventure” series (Publishers Weekly, starred review), from the
author of the Fablehaven and Beyonders series. Cole Randolph can barely remember what life was like back home in
Arizona. It’s hard to imagine there was a time he didn’t wake up to daily threats and danger. But Cole is still determined
to find a way home with his friends and to set things right in the Five Kingdoms before he leaves. That means traveling to
the last of the kingdoms—Creon. It’s a place where time itself can be manipulated, where reality can bend and change.
On one last death-defying mission, Cole must use everything he has learned to face a villain with powers beyond
anything her has seen before. The past, present, and future are all at stake in this epic conclusions to the bestselling Five
Kingdoms series.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Richard Paul Evans returns this holiday season with a tale of love, belonging, and
family, following a trail of letters that leads to a Christmas revelation about the healing miracle of hope and forgiveness.
After nearly two decades, Noel Post, an editor for a major New York publishing house, returns to her childhood home in
Salt Lake City to see her estranged, dying father. What she believed would be a brief visit turns into something more as
she inherits the bookstore her father fought to keep alive. Reeling from loneliness, a recent divorce, and unanticipated
upheavals in her world, Noel begins receiving letters from an anonymous source, each one containing thoughts and
lessons about her life and her future. She begins to reacquaint herself with the bookstore and the people she left behind,
and in doing so, starts to unravel the reality of her painful childhood and the truth about her family. As the holidays draw
near, she receives a Christmastime revelation that changes not only how she sees the past but also how she views her
future.
Michael Vey, a fourteen-year old who has Tourette's syndrome and special electric powers, finds there are others like
him, and must rely on his powers to save himself and the others from a diabolical group seeking to control them.
The second novel in the New York Times bestselling trilogy from Richard Paul Evans about a man on an inspirational
pilgrimage across Route 66 to find his way back to himself. Chicago celebrity and successful pitchman Charles James is
supposed to be dead. Everyone believes he was killed in a fiery plane crash. But thanks to a remarkable twist of fate,
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he’s very much alive and ready for a second chance at life—and love. Narrowly escaping death has brought Charles
some clarity: the money, the fame, the fast cars—none of it was making him happy. The last time he was happy—truly
happy—was when he was married to his ex-wife Monica, before their connection was destroyed by his ambition and
greed. Charles decides to embark on an epic quest: He will walk the entire length of Route 66, from Chicago to
California, where he hopes to convince Monica to give him another shot. Along the way, Charles is immersed in the deep
and rich history of one of America’s most iconic highways. But the greater journey he finds is the one he takes in his
heart as he meets people along the road who will change his perspective on the world. But will his transformation be
enough to earn redemption?
Percy is incredibly accident-prone, and holds the dubious record of the most accidents. Percy has had a small rivalary
with Harold, however, they are always willing to help each other when in trouble.
Discover the inside workings of the Elgen Guard in this exclusive ebook companion to the electrifying #1 New York Times
bestselling Michael Vey series from Richard Paul Evans! If the Electroclan is going to defeat the Elgen, they’ll need to
gather all the intelligence they can. And this book is the place to start! In the official Elgen Guard General Handbook,
learn everything there is to know about the Elgen Guard: What are their uniforms like? Who’s in charge? And what
happens to those who break the rules?
This title explores the life and career of Dude Perfect. Learn about the group's childhoods, families, and careers,
including how they got their start on YouTube, rose to fame, and became a pop culture influencers. Includes fun facts
about viral videos, popular posts, subscriber counts, and photos. Other features include a table of contents, fun facts,
informative sidebars, a timeline, and an index.
Explores the meaning of Christmas in reflections and introspections centered on the four seasons of Christmas--the Advent,
Christmas Eve, Christmas morning, and Christmas night
With Michael missing, the members of the Electrocian are divided, leaving them vulnerable to Hatch's forces.
The Cartel has come full circle with this fast-paced, groundbreaking novel, the finale to the hit series by New York Times
bestsellers Ashley & JaQuavis. Miamor is fighting for her life in the belly of the beast. She's been kidnapped, and she's staring
death in the eye. Is the reign over for the head of the Murda Mamas? Carter is in federal custody and leaves the Diamond Empire
to Zyir and Mecca. When the past comes back to haunt Mecca and the truth finally comes to light, will The Cartel rise or fall?
Breeze is in the clutches of the crazed Ma'tee, and she desperately searches for a way out. Will she escape, or die his love slave?
The answers to these questions lie inside the pages of Cartel 3: The Final Chapter. Open it to discover the shocking truth, and
prepare yourself for the unpredictable conclusion of one of the best street series of all time.
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A heartwarming and inspirational Christmas novel in the tradition of The Christmas Box and Finding Noel from New York Times
bestselling author Richard Paul Evans. Sure to be a classic, this new tale brings to life the joy of the season and demonstrates the
redemptive power of love: there is no hurt so great that love cannot heal it. Nathan Hurst hated Christmas. For the rest of the world
it was a day of joy and celebration; for Nathan it was simply a reminder of the event that destroyed his childhood until a
snowstorm, a cancelled flight, and an unexpected meeting with a young mother and her very special son would show him that
Christmas is indeed the season of miracles. From the beloved author of the international bestseller The Christmas Box comes
another timeless story of faith, hope, and healing.
In this new offering from “the king of Christmas fiction” (The New York Times), #1 bestselling author Richard Paul Evans shares a
story of heart, loyalty, and hope as he explores the deeper meaning of the holiday season and asks what it truly means to love and
forgive. The year is 1975. Elle Sheen—a single mother who is supporting herself and her six-year-old, African-American son, Dylan,
as a waitress at the Noel Street Diner—isn’t sure what to make of William Smith when his appearance creates a stir in the small
town of Mistletoe, Utah. As their lives unexpectedly entwine, Elle learns that William, a recently returned Vietnam POW, is not only
fighting demons from his past, but may also have the answer to her own secret pain—a revelation that culminates in a remarkable
act of love and forgiveness.
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